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the market mechanism can only be effective if it brings together knowledge from all parts of society. for this to happen, information must be widely dispersed. prices must be freely set and set at their true value, and entrepreneurs must be allowed to operate in the market. otherwise, knowledge is in the hands of a few people who can then use it to dominate society. 17 free-
riding – the act of deriving some benefit without paying the price or contributing to the cost – can distort the markets. in the absence of free-riding, the consumer pays the price for the goods and services it consumes. if too many consumers free-ride, the prices will rise or the consumers won’t buy as much as they otherwise would. if the consumers are too impatient to wait for full
payment, the prices will fall. if the consumers demand goods or services that are too expensive for the producer to supply, then the prices will fall. if the producers produce too little, the prices will fall. krugman’s concept of the “sticky supply”, which is the term he uses to describe the phenomenon of the production function being set at a level that is too low to satisfy the demand

for it. this happens because of stickiness of the production function, in the sense that, for a given level of demand, the same quantity of production is produced, irrespective of the actual real value of the factor of production. in other words, in a certain range of output demand, it is more efficient to produce a smaller quantity than a larger quantity. of course, price signaling is
more than just information; the market system is also a system of coordination, and it is open to the possibility of coordination failure. for that reason, hayek does not claim that the price system is always or even usually the best method of coordinating resources, or that it is generally capable of doing so. rather, he claims that the price system offers the best method of

coordinating resources when markets are free, 24 when prices are the most accurate information about supply and demand, and when the informational problems that may arise from externalities are not significant. 25 in situations in which the price system does not work well, the most common form of these problems is that consumers do not receive the full benefits of the
price system. the classic example is the problem of information about consumer demand that arises from the externalities of pollution. a second, less-known, example is the problem of information about consumer demand that arises from the externalities of patents, copyrights, and trademarks. 26 27
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